**ATAA Point Schedule for 2020**

Below is the schedule of points for the ATAA program currently. As new titles or new titling venues are added, this schedule will be adjusted.

**Rally Titles:**
- Rally Novice (RN) -- 5
- Rally Intermediate (RI) -- 8
- Rally Advanced (RA) -- 10
- Rally Excellent (RE) -- 15
- Rally Master (RM) -- 20 first, 10 subsequent
- Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) -- 20 first, 10 subsequent
- Rally Champion (RACH) -- 100
- Rally National Champion (RNC) -- for 1 year -- 25

**Obedience Titles:**
- Beginner Novice (BN) -- 10
- Companion Dog (CD) -- 15
- Graduate Novice (GN) -- 18
- Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) -- 25
- Graduate Open (GO) -- 28
- Utility Dog (UD) -- 40
- Utility Dog Excellent (UDX) -- 30 first, 15 subsequent
- Obedience Master (OM) -- 30 first, 15 subsequent
- Obedience Grand Master (OGM) -- 40
- Obedience Trial Champion (OTCH) -- 100
- Versatility (VER) -- 25
- Preferred Novice (PCD) -- 15
- Preferred Open (PCDX) -- 25
- Preferred Utility (PUD) -- 40
- Preferred Utility Excellent (PUDX) -- 30 first, 15 subsequent
- Preferred Obedience Champion (POC) -- 100
- National Obedience Champion (NOC) -- for 1 year -- 25
**Tracking Titles:**
Tracking Dog (TD)--10
Urban Tracking Dog (TDU)--10
Tracking Dog Excellent (TDX)--20
Versatile Surface Tracker (VST)--30
Champion Tracker (CT)--50

**Lure Coursing Titles:**
Coursing Ability (CA)—4
Coursing Ability Advanced (CAA)—5
Coursing Ability Excellent (CAX)—5, etc.
BCAT—4
DCAT—5
FCAT—5, etc.

**Therapy Dog Titles:**
Therapy Dog Novice (TDN)—5
Therapy Dog (THD)—8
Therapy Dog Advanced (THDA)—12
Therapy Dog Excellent (THDX)—16
Therapy Dog Distinguished (THDD)—20

**CGC/FDC:**
Achiever Dog: 1
Canine Good Citizen (CGC)—2
Community Canine (CGCA)—3
Canine Good Citizen Urban (CGCU)—3
Farm Dog Certification (FDC)—2

**Trick Dog Titles:**
Trick Dog Novice (TKN)—2
Trick Dog Intermediate (TKI)—3
Trick Dog Advanced (TKA)—4
Trick Dog Performer (TKP)--5
Trick Dog Elite Performer (TKE)--0

**Versatile Companion Dog Titles:**
Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1)--10
Versatile Companion Dog 2 (VCD2)--20
Versatile Companion Dog 3 (VCD3)--30
Versatile Companion Dog 4 (VCD4)--40
Versatile Companion Champion (VCCH)—50

**Herding Titles:**
Herding Tested (HT)--5
Herding Pre-Trial Tested (PT)--10
Herding Started A Course Sheep (HSAs), B course (HSBs), C (HSCs), D (HSDs)--20
  Ducks (HSAd), B course (HSBd), D course (HSDd)--20
  Cattle (HSAd), B course (HSBdc), D course (HSDc)—20
Herding Intermediate A Course Sheep (HIAs), B (HIBs), C (HICs), D (HIDs) --30
  Ducks (HIAd), B course (HIBd), D course (HIDd)--30
  Cattle (HIAc), B course (HIBc), D course (HIDc)--30
Herding Advanced A Course Sheep (HXAs), B (HXBs), C (HXCs), D (HXDx) --40
  Ducks (HXAd), B course (HXBd), D course (HXDd)-40
  Cattle (HXAc), B course (HXBc), D course(HXDc)-40
Herding Started A Masters—in sheep, ducks and cattle (HSAsdcM) --20
Herding Started B Masters—in sheep, ducks and cattle (HSBsdcM) --20
Herding Started C Masters—in sheep (HSCsM) --20
Herding Started D Masters—in sheep, ducks and cattle (HSDscM) --20
Herding Intermediate A Masters—in sheep, ducks, and cattle (HIAscM)--30
Herding Intermediate B Masters—in sheep, ducks, and cattle (HIBscM)--30
Herding Intermediate C Masters—in sheep (HICsM) --30
Herding Intermediate D Masters—in sheep, ducks, and cattle (HIDscM)-30
Herding Advanced A Masters—in sheep, ducks, cattle (HXAscM)--40
Herding Advanced B Masters—in sheep, ducks, cattle (HXBscM)--40
Herding Advanced C Masters—in sheep (HXCsM) --40
Herding Advanced D Masters—in sheep, ducks, cattle (HXDscM)-40
Herding Champion (HC) 100
**Agility Titles:**

Novice Agility (NA) --5  
Novice Agility (NA) --5  
Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ) 5  
Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP) 5  
Novice FAST (NF) 5  
Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) 5  
Open Agility (OA) --10  
Open Agility Preferred (OAP) --10  
Open Agility Jumpers (OAJ) 10  
Open Jumpers Preferred (OJP) 10  
Open FAST (OF) 10  
Open FAST Preferred (OFP) 10  
Agility Excellent (AX) 15  
Agility Excellent Jumpers Preferred (AJP) 15  
Excellent FAST (XF) 15  
Excellent FAST Preferred (XFP) 15  
Masters Excellent (MX) 25 first  
Masters Excellent Jumpers Preferred (MJP) 15  
Masters Excellent Preferred (MXP) 15  
Masters Jumpers (MJ) 25 first Master title, 15 later Master’s  
Masters Jumpers Preferred (MJP)  
Masters FAST (MF) 25 first Master title, 15 later Master’s  
Masters FAST Preferred (MFP)  
Time to Beat (T2B) 15  
Time to Beat Preferred (T2BP) 15  
Premier Agility Dog (PAD) 15  
Premier Jumpers Dog (PJD) 15  
Triple Q Excellent (TQX) 20  
Triple Q Excellent Preferred (TQXP) 20  
Preferred Agility Excellent (PAX) 25 first, 15 subsequent  
Preferred Agility Excellent Preferred (PAXP) 25 first, 15 subsequent  
Master Bronze Agility (MXB) --- all 15 points  
Master Bronze Agility Preferred (MXPB)  
Master Bronze Jumpers (MJB) --- all 15 points  
Master Bronze Jumpers Preferred (MJPB)  
Master Bronze FAST (MFB) --- all 15 points  
Master Bronze FAST Preferred (MFPB)  
Premier Bronze Agility Dog (PDB) --- all 15 points  
Premier Bronze Agility Dog Preferred (PJDB)  
Master Silver Agility (MXS) --- all 15 points  
Master Silver Agility Preferred (MXPS)  
Master Silver Jumpers (MJS) --- all 15 points  
Master Silver Jumpers Preferred (MJPS)  
Master Silver FAST (MFS) --- all 15 points  
Master Silver FAST Preferred (MFPS)  
Premier Silver Agility Dog (PDS) --- all 15 points  
Premier Silver Agility Dog Preferred (PJDS)  
Master Gold Agility (MXG) --- all 15 points  
Master Gold Agility Preferred (MXPG)  
Master Gold Jumpers (MJG) --- all 15 points  
Master Gold Jumpers Preferred (MJPG)  
Master Gold FAST (MFG) --- all 15 points  
Master Gold FAST Preferred (MFPG)  
Premier Gold Agility Dog (PDG) --- all 15 points  
Premier Gold Agility Dog Preferred (PJDG)  
Master Century Agility (MXC) --- all 15 points  
Master Century Agility Preferred (MXPC)  
Master Century Jumpers (MJC) --- all 15 points  
Master Century Jumpers Preferred (MJPC)  
Premier Century Agility Dog (PDC) --- all 15 points  
Premier Century Agility Dog Preferred (PJDPC)
Master Century FAST (MFC)  Master Century FAST Preferred (MFPC)
Premier Century Agility Dog (PDC)  Premier Century Jumpers Dog (PJDC)
FAST Century (FTC)  FAST Century Preferred (FTCP)
Master Agility Champion (MACH)  Preferred Agility Champion (PACH)
80 first MACH/PACH, 40 later ones
Agility Grand Champion (AGCH)--80 pts
National Agility Champion (NAC)---for 1 year:  25 pts
Preferred National Agility Champion (PNAC)—for 1 year:  25 pts

**Scent Work Titles:**

A.  Odor Search Division

Novice Containers (SCN) 5  Novice Containers Elite (SCNE) 5
Advanced Containers (SCA) 10  Advanced Containers Elite (SCAE) 10
Excellent Containers (SCE) 15  Excellent Containers Elite (SCEE) 15
Master Containers (SCM) 20  Master Containers Elite (SCME) 20
Novice Interior Search (SIN) 5  Novice Interior Search Elite (SINE) 5
Advanced Interior Search (SIA) 10  Advance Interior Search Elite (SIAE)10
Excellent Interior Search (SIE) 15  Excellent Interior Search Elite (SIEE) 15
Master Interior Search (SIM) 20  Master Interior Search Elite (SIM) 20
Novice Exterior Search (SEN) 5  Novice Exterior Search Elite (SENE) 5
Advanced Exterior Search (SEA) 10  Advanced Exterior Search Elite (SEA) 10
Excellent Exterior Search (SEE) 15  Excellent Exterior Search Elite (SEE) 15
Master Exterior Search (SEM) 20  Master Exterior Search Elite (SEM) 20
Novice Buried Search (SBN) 5  Novice Buried Search Elite (SBNE) 5
Advanced Buried Search (SBA) 10  Advanced Buried Search Elite (SBAE) 10
Excellent Buried Search (SBE) 15  Excellent Buried Search Elite (SBE) 15
Master Buried Search (SBM) 20  Master Buried Search Elite (SBME) 20
Scent Work Novice (SWN) 5  Scent Work Novice Elite (SWNE) 5
Scent Work Advanced (SWA) 10  Scent Work Advanced Elite (SWAE) 10
Scent Work Excellent (SWE) 15  Scent Work Excellent Elite (SWE) 15
Scent Work Master (SWM) 20  Scent Work Master Elite (SWM) 20

B.  Handler Discrimination Division

Novice Handler Discrimination (SHDN) 5
Novice Handler Discrimination Elite (SHDNE) 5
Advanced Handler Discrimination (SHDA) 10
Advanced Handler Discrimination Elite (SHDAE) 10
Excellent Handler Discrimination (SHDE) 15
Excellent Handler Discrimination Elite (SHDEE) 15
Master Handler Discrimination (SHDM) 20
Master Handler Discrimination Elite (SHDME) 20

C. Detective Class:  Scent Work Detective (SWD) 15

**Parent Club Titles:**
Performance Award of Merit (PAM)--50
GSDCA National Agility Victor/Victrix--30
GSDCA National Obedience Victor/Victrix—30
GSDCA National Rally Victor/Victrix--30
GSDCA National Herding Victor/Victrix—30
GSDCA National Tending Sieger/Siegerin—25
Phyllis Dobbs Versatility Award--50
Dual Award --10
Dual Award Excellent--15
Double Performance Championship--50 (in addition to Championship points from each CH. title)

**Working Dog Sport Titles/SV:**
BH (Begleithunde)--5
AD (Ausdauerprüfung)--5
IPO1—20 (repeat 5)
IPO2—30 (repeat 7)
IPO3—40 (repeat 10)
HGH--40
FH1--15
FH2--20
PH--5
RH1--5
RH2--10
RH3--15
Individual elements
TR1-5
**Working Dog Titles:** there will be 2 categories, Law Enforcement (police canines) and the SAR category (civilian dogs). Only certifications from National, State or City/County organizations will be recognized. The maximum points will be for the first certification in each category, then for second certifications, and a smaller amount for recertifications in the same category. 40 1\textsuperscript{st}, 20 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 10 recert. Only one certification/recertification in each classification is allowed/year.

**Barn Hunt Titles (AKC recognized):**

- Novice Barn Hunt (RATN) 5
- Open Barn Hunt (RATO) 10
- Senior Barn Hunt (RATS) -- 15
- Master Barn Hunt (RATM) --20
- Barn Hunt Champion (RATCH)--80

For subsequent levels:
- Novice Barn Hunt Excellent (RATNX) 5
- Open Barn Hunt Excellent (RATOX)--10
- Senior Barn Hunt Excellent (RATSX) --15
- Master Barn Hunt Excellent (RATMX)—20
- Barn Hunt Master Champion (RATCHX)—20/subsequent
- Crazy 8 (CZ8)—15, all subsequent levels 15

**Dock Diving Titles (AKC Recognized):**

- Dock Novice (DN) 5
- Dock Junior (DJ) 7
- Dock Senior (DS) 8
- Dock Master (DM) 9
- Dock Elite (DE) 10
- Dock Novice Advanced (DNA) 10
- Dock Junior Advanced (DJA) 12
- Dock Senior Advanced (DSA) 13
- Dock Master Advanced (DMA) 14
Dock Elite Advanced (DEA) 15
Dock Novice Excellent (DNX) 10
Dock Junior Excellent (DJX) 12
Dock Senior Excellent (DSX) 13
Dock Master Excellent (DMX) 14
Dock Elite Excellent (DEX) 15
Every 25 jumps more/subsequent number (ie DNX2) is 10 points
Air Retrieve Novice (AN) 5
Air Retrieve Junior (AJ) 7
Air Retrieve Senior (AS) 8
Air Retrieve Master (AM) 9
Air Retrieve Elite (AE) 10
Air Retrieve Novice Advanced (ANA) 5
Air Retrieve Junior Advanced (AJA) 7
Air Retrieve Senior Advanced (ASA) 8
Air Retrieve Master Advanced (AMA) 9
Air Retrieve Elite Advanced (AEA) 10
Air Retrieve Novice Excellent (ANX) 5
Air Retrieve Junior Excellent (AJX) 7
Air Retrieve Senior Excellent (ASX) 8
Air Retrieve Master Excellent (AMX) 9
Air Retrieve Elite Excellent (AEX) 10
Every 10 jumps more/subsequent number (ie ANX2) is 5 points